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Extract up to 60% more nutrients Extract Living Enzymes Incorporating the (ERS) Easy Rinse System



E STOR UP E JUIC 8HRS TO 4



another quality product from



www.healthstart.com.au



Parts List Feeding chute



Homogenising Rubber Stopper



Auger



Juicing Rubber Stopper



Cleaning Brush Compact Vert 2 Body



Fine Juicing Screen



Coarse Juicing Screen



Homogenising Screen



Pusher



2 x Juice Jugs



Scraper



Produce Press



Produce Press Lid



Drum Pulp ejection Juice ejection



Do not operate your machine for more than a minute without adding produce.
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As shown here, the arrow on the feeding chute must line up with the arrow on the body of the juicer, that is just above the switch for the machine to operate.



Thank you for purchasing the Compact Vert 2 multi-purpose living juicer. The Compact Vert 2 is a slow speed juicer that runs at an ultra low 65 rpm which creates less friction during the juicing process. As a result, the finished product retains a higher amount of living enzymes and nutrients compared with the more traditional high speed juicers. Your new Compact Vert 2 is the first vertical juicer in the world to include 3 x ultra strong Ultem® BPA Free screens. This not only gives you more flexibility and functionality from your machine, but the Ultem® material is 8 times stronger than all other commonly used materials. The Auger is also made from tough Ultem® BPA Free material for added strength and durability. All of the components that come into contact with the produce are manufactured from high quality food grade (BPA Free) materials. Please read the instruction manual prior to using your juicer. We are sure that you will enjoy using your Compact Vert 2 Living Juicer for many years.



Shane Carrol Managing Director



SPECIFICATIONS Model: Approx weight: Dimensions:



Compact Vert 2 7.5 Kg H- 40 cm L- 17 cm W- 24 cm



Power: Power usage: Speed: Electric cord length: Continuous use: Remark:



240v 150 - 200 w 65 Rpm 1.2 m Approx 25 min Household use only
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always be followed including the following: 1.



Read all instructions.



2.



Protect against risk of electrical shock — do not put this appliance in water or other liquids.



3.



Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children.



4.



Unplug from outlet when not in use, before putting on or taking off parts, and before cleaning,



5.



Avoid contact with moving parts. Never insert fingers into the feeding chute. Always use the pusher provided.



6.



Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord/plug, if the appliance malfunctions, is dropped or damaged in any way. In case of damage or malfunction, contact Healthstart Life Products on 1800 021 069 in normal business hours for servicing.



7.



The use of any non genuine attachments may cause fire, electric shock, injury or damage to the juicer and it’s parts, and will void warranty.



8.



Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter. It could become a trip hazard.



9.



Be sure to turn switch to OFF position after each use of your juicer. Make sure the motor stops completely before switching it into reverse or disassembling the machine for cleaning.



10. Do not put your fingers or other foreign objects into the feeding chute. If produce becomes lodged in the chute, use the pusher provided. 11. Your Compact Vert 2 Juicer has been designed with a thermal safety switch to prevent motor damage from over heating. It may switch off after approximately 20 to 25 minutes of use and it will restart once it has cooled
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sufficiently.



Assembly Instructions (Juicer) ******* IMPORTANT ********



Before you begin to assemble your Compact Vert 2 Living Juicer it is very important that you make sure you have correctly inserted the juicing rubber stopper. Turn the drum unit upside down. You will see the clear rubber stopper that needs to be correctly inserted into the end of the waste pulp tube. To insert the rubber stopper simply align it to the end of the waste pulp tube and press firmly. To remove the rubber stopper for cleaning, hold the tab on the side of the rubber stopper and gently pull away from the waste pulp tube.
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Juicing rubber stopper



2



3



Screen



Drum



Body



Scraper



Assemble the DRUM on the base 1.



Make sure the Drum is sitting flat on the body over the locating ribs.



Place the Screen into the Scraper
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4



Screen



A dot on the screen
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Auger



Scraper A dot on the Drum Drum



Assemble the Screen and Scraper into the Drum making sure the dot on the Drum and Screen are aligned.



Place the Auger in the centre of the Screen and Drum. Slightly turn the Auger clockwise to ensure it is properly seated.



fig A
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Feeding Chute



Arrow on the Feeding Chute



A dot on the Drum



Assemble the Feeding Chute onto the Drum 1. 2.
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Make sure the dot on the Drum and Screen are aligned. Make sure the Arrow on the Feeding Chute is pointing to the Arrow on the body just above the switch to allow the machine to operate. (fig A)



Reverse the steps carefully when disassembling.



How to use your Compact Vert 2 The Compact Vert 2 has three (3) settings. ON



•



REV



• •



ON REV



“ON” starts the machine. Press top of switch. “OFF” is the centre position “REV” is reverse. Only use when something is stuck and you need to unclog. Press bottom of switch. DO NOT put into reverse until the motor has completely stopped. Please dry your hands BEFORE touching the power switch. Turn off the Compact Vert 2 after use.



If the machine becomes jammed Turn off the machine, wait until auger stops and then put it in “REV” for a few seconds, switch off, wait til machine stops, then try operating again. DO NOT rock switch back and forth. If still not working, turn off machine at wall plug, disassemble following instructions on page 15, then reassemble as per pages 5 - 6. DO NOT remove plastic cover over switch.



The Compact Vert has 3 screens FINE Juicing Screen



This uses a finer Stainless Steel mesh for less fibre and is used for medium to hard fruit, vegetable , Nut milks and leafy greens.



COARSE Juicing Screen



This uses a larger hole Stainless Steel mesh that allows more fibre and can be used for all produce but the main purpose is for medium to soft fruit, vegetables and leafy greens.



HOMOGENISING Used for nut butters, frozen fruit desserts, baby food, fruit & nut logs, hummus & pesto. Screen
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Preparing produce for making fresh living juice. •



Clean all produce prior to processing in the Compact Vert 2 multi-purpose living juicer. Dirt, foreign particles, pesticide residue or insects may be present on the skin of your produce.



•



Cut hard produce into pieces that fit comfortably into the feeding chute of the Compact Vert 2. Carrots should be cut in half, top to bottom and for larger carrots cut from top to bottom again. Other hard produce such as beetroot, ginger, potato and turnips should be cut to a size that will allow easy insertion into the feeding chute. Remove the tops or stalks of ground or root vegetables such as carrots and rhubarb.



•



Cut soft produce into pieces that fit comfortably into the feeding chute of the Compact Vert 2. Citrus fruit can be peeled with a potato peeler, removing the rind but leaving the pith attached. The pith of citrus fruit has a high nutritional content, however the skin is very acidic.



•



Other types of soft fruit can be processed with the peel attached such as apples, berries, pears and pineapples. Ensure that hard seeds are removed from stone fruits such as apricots, cherries, mangoes, plums, and prunes.



•



For best results leafy or stringy green produce should be cut into 3 cm lengths. This includes celery, herbs, rhubarb and wheatgrass. Processing tough, stringy produce in lengths longer than 3 cm can encourage jamming, which can damage parts of your Compact Vert 2 and may void your warranty.



Produce selection tips •



Where possible, always pick fresh produce for juicing. Old produce will not contain as much juice and will result in a more fibrous juice.



•



Avoid cooling your produce excessively. Produce that has been frozen or cooled to a very cold temperature may not juice well and will not give as much juice as produce that has just been cooled or is at room temperature.



•



Seasonal produce will not only offer better quality juice (as it is fresher), but it is often better value as well!



•



When selecting citrus fruit, the heavier the fruit, the more juice it contains.
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How to juice effectively with your Compact Vert 2 multi-purpose living juicer •



Always ensure the rubber pulp stopper is inserted correctly into the drum before starting to use the machine.



•



Feed the produce slowly into the Compact Vert 2’s feeding chute, allowing each piece to process prior to inserting the next piece. This ensures maximum yield from your produce. For pieces of produce that are uneven in width, insert the thinnest end into the feeding chute first.



•



If you find produce starting to build up in the bottom of the feeding chute and the pulp is not ejecting as quickly, allow the machine to run for 30-60 seconds without feeding in further produce. Your juicer can become overloaded and just needs to catch up with the ejection. If this happens when using softer produce try putting something with a harder fibre like a carrot into the chute. If this does not help to process the softer produce, stop the juicer and put it into reverse for a few seconds, then stop the juicer again before turning it on to continue juicing. You may also find that tipping some water into the feeding chute may allow the (ERS) easy rinse system to clear the pulp. If all this fails then stop the machine, remove the feeding chute and clear any blockages from around the auger, juicing screen and pulp ejection tube before re-assembling and continuing to juice.



•



Alternate types of produce where possible. Mixing hard, fibrous vegetables such as carrot and leafy greens cut into 3 cm lengths, with soft fruit such as apple or citrus, will increase the yield of the soft produce. The soft produce is also less likely to clog the machine when alternated with fibrous produce. If you do not want to cut celery or leafy greens into smaller pieces then it is advised to juice them last, because the long fibrous lengths can wrap around the auger or block the pulp outlet.



•



Leftover pulp from soft produce such as mango, melons, tomatoes, or cucumber will be moist. Do not put the pulp back through the machine, it will clog your screen very quickly.



•



Stringy fibrous leafy greens such as wheatgrass, kale, lettuce, dandelion, basil, parsley, celery or similar produce is best to be cut into 3 cm lengths. This will give a greater yield and allow longer juicing before blocking and give less fibre.



•



If you want to process leafy produce without cutting into smaller lengths ,they should be processed by themselves. Ensure to stop the machine if the pulp stops coming out of the ejection tube.



•



When juicing softer produce like peaches, pears etc, try to get them firm to hard, as they will juice much better and they will also have a higher enzyme level because they are younger produce. If you cannot get firm produce, the juice may be more like a nectar rather than the normal juice we are used to. If using soft produce it is recommended to use the Coarse screen to prevent early blocking.



•



When finished doing a lot of juicing, or soft produce it is good ood to stop the machine, press reverse for 2-3 seconds. And then n forward again to see if it can extract any further juice.
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Juicing 101 FINE Juicing Screen: This uses a finer Stainless Steel mesh for less fibre and is used for medium to hard fruit, vegetable and leafy greens.



** Ensure the juicing rubber stopper is all the way in. ** The amount of produce required will vary depending on the amount of juice you wish to make.



Apple/Carrot/Ginger Juice - fine screen 2 x medium apples, 4 x medium carrots, we find a 1 cm slice of ginger to be a good blend. Wash the produce in clean water and leave skin on. Cut medium size apples so that they will easily fit into the feeding chute. Cut the tops off the carrots and then cut in half top to bottom, if using large carrots cut them top to bottom once again. (Small or baby carrots just require the tops cut off ) * Start by inserting 1 or 2 pieces of apple and then some carrot. Half way through your produce add all of the ginger and continue to alternate the apple and carrot until finished.



Orange Juice - fine screen 2-3 x medium to large oranges on average per person. Peel the oranges with a vegetable peeler or sharp knife. Try to leave as much of the white pith on because it has a high vitamin content and gives a better yield. Cut the peeled oranges so they easily fit into feeding chute. Insert each piece into the machine gradually. *Oranges can be juiced with the Coarse screen if you want a little more pulp in the juice *If you want to do a large volume of oranges we recommend to use the Coarse screen



Apple/Beetroot Juice - fine screen 3 x medium apples, 1/2 small beetroot ( to taste ). Wash produce in clean water and leave skin on. Cut all the produce so they will easily fit into the feeding chute. * Start by inserting 4 pieces of apple one at a time and then 1 piece of beetroot, then another 4 pieces of apple and then 1 piece of beetroot, then the last of the apple.



Pineapple Juice - fine screen 1 x medium to large pineapple Pineapple can be juiced with or without the skin on. There is less waste, less mess and less blocking of the screen if the skin is left on. Wash/ scrub the pineapple and firstly cut into rings and then into strips that will fit easily into the feeding chute. * Insert 1 piece at a time and allow it to finish processing before inserting the next piece. Pineapple is very pulpy and very juicy. For best results and yield you must let the machine do the work, do not force the produce through too fast. If you are juicing more than one pineapple we recommend you use the coarse screen.
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Apple/Carrot/Ginger/Celery Juice - fine screen 2 x medium apples, 4 x medium carrots, 1 cm slice ginger, 2 sticks celery Wash the produce in clean water, leave skin and leaves on. Cut medium sizes apples so that they will easily fit into the feeding chute. Firstly cut the tops off the carrot and then cut in half top to bottom, if using large carrots cut them top to bottom once again(small or baby carrots just require the tops cut off ). Celery should be cut into 3 cm lengths. * Start by inserting 1 or 2 pieces of apple and then some carrot, add all of the ginger continuing to alternate the apple and carrot until finished. Finally insert the celery, a few pieces at a time.



Almond Milk - fine screen 1 Cup of almonds soaked in water overnight. The water level must be above the almonds. Strain and rinse the almonds discarding the soaking water. Do not use this soaking water or you may get sick. Place the strained almonds into a bowl and add 3 cups of clean water. Using a ladle, gradually scoop a mix of water and almonds into the feeding chute adding all of the remaining water from the bowl. Ensure to allow the machine to work at its own pace, do not use the pusher. COARSE Juicing Screen: This uses a larger hole S/Steel mesh that allows more fibre into the juice. The Coarse screen can be used for all produce but the main purpose is for medium to soft fruit, vegetables and leafy greens.



Mango/Peaches/Apricots and similar fruits will create more of a Nectar than a fine juice.



Mango Juice - Nectar - coarse screen 2-3 x firm mangoes. Remove the skin and cut the flesh away from the seed. * See notes below. Peach or Apricot Juice - Nectar - coarse screen 3-4 x firm pieces of produce and wash in clean water leaving the skin on. Cut the produce in quarters and remove the seed and then cut again if required to easily fit into the feeding chute. * See notes below. Kiwi Fruit Juice - Nectar - coarse screen 3-4 x firm kiwi fruits. Leave skin on and wipe with damp cloth to remove fine hairs. Cut into sections small enough to easily fit into the feeding chute. * See notes below. Watermelon Juice - coarse screen Remove outer skin and then cut into pieces that will easily fit into the feeding chute. No need to remove the seeds. * See notes below. *For the above produce insert a few slices at a time allowing the machine to process before inserting more into the feeding chute. *For less pulp in your juice you can also use the fine screen and just insert the produce a little slower *Most times you will not need to use the pusher unless the produce is stuck in the feeding chute. *Do not force the produce into the machine trying to finish quicker as the produce will block the juicing screen, taking even longer with less yield. *If the machine jams then press switch to the stop position and then reverse for 2-3 seconds. This can happen with carrots or hard produce if they fall on an angle inside the feeding chute.
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Assembly Instructions (Homogenising) ******* IMPORTANT ********



Before you begin to assemble your Compact Vert 2 Living Juicer for homogenising, it is very important that you make sure you have correctly inserted the homogenising rubber stopper. If you have been using your Compact Vert for juicing, you will need to remove the juicing rubber stopper. To remove the rubber stopper from the end of the waste pulp tube and gently lift it up away from the drum. This will remove it from the placement peg on the drum. Do not use a screwdriver. Press the end of the homogenising rubber stopper over the peg on the drum. Ensure you have correctly inserted the homogenising rubber stopper into the end of the waste pulp tube, by aligning it up in the end of the waste pulp tube and press firmly. This stopper is easily removed by holding the tab on the side and gently pulling outwards away from the waste pulp tube. You will need to do this every time you clean your juicer after use.



1



Homogenising rubber stopper



2



3 Drum



Homogenising Screen



Body



Assemble the DRUM on the base



IMPORTANT



1.



Do not use the scraper when homogenising.
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Make sure the Drum is sitting flat on the body over the locating ribs.



4



A dot on the screen



5



Auger



Homogenising Screen A dot on the Drum Drum



Assemble the Screen into the Drum making sure the dot on the Drum and Screen are aligned.
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Place the Auger in the centre of the Screen and Drum. Slightly turn the Auger clockwise to ensure it is properly seated.



Feeding Chute



Arrow on the Feeding Chute



A dot on the Drum



Assemble the Feeding Chute onto the Drum



fig A Reverse the steps carefully when disassembling.



1. 2.



Make sure the dot on the Drum and Screen are aligned. Make sure the Arrow on the Feeding Chute is pointing to the closed sign near the top of the Drum. (fig A)
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Homogenising 101 HOMOGENISING Screen: Used for nut butters, frozen fruit desserts, baby food, fruit & nut logs, hummus & pesto.



Nut Butter - homogenising screen Peanut or cashew butters are very easy to make. Process small amounts of produce at a time into the feeding chute. If you require a smoother texture, process through a second time. To make even smoother, just add some oil of choice into a bowl and mix with nut paste until desired texture achieved *Almond butter is best when skin is removed, they must be soaked overnight. Banana & Berry Frozen Dessert - homogenising screen Ensure the banana is not over frozen and can be cut into approximately 3 cm lengths. Use frozen berries of choice or mixed berries from the supermarket. If using strawberries ensure to remove the leafy top and cut in half as strawberries have a high water content and if over frozen it is like putting hard ice into the machine and may break parts. * Start by putting a few pieces of frozen banana into the feeding chute and then some berries and continue to alternate allowing the machine to work at its own pace. When finished use an ice cream scoop to place into a bowl to serve or put into the freezer to serve later. Sorbet - homogenising screen Use frozen mango/pineapple/berries/rockmelon/strawberries or similar produce. If using strawberries ensure to remove the leafy top and cut them in half. If using pineapple ensure to cut into 3 cm wide strips and if the machine gets jammed it is probably because the produce is over frozen and will need to thaw slightly. *Insert produce into machine in whatever combination you wish and allow the machine to work at its own pace. Fruit & Nut Balls - homogenising screen 1 x 750 gram packet of fruit & nut mix, 6 x dried figs or dates (optional) First chop the figs or dates into small pieces and place into a bowl with the fruit and nut mix and combine. Gradually put small amounts of the mixture into the feeding chute allowing the machine to work at its own pace. To ensure an even and fine texture, process through the machine again. You will need to use the pusher, without using excess pressure. Half fill a large zip lock bag with dessicated coconut. Using a teaspoon, scoop a small amount of fruit & nut mixture, roll into balls and place into the zip lock bag. Once you have a few balls in the bag close and shake to coat the balls in coconut. Put into a container or another zip lock bag and store in the freezer to be ready to eat whenever you want.
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Homogenising Continued HOMOGENISING Screen: Used for nut butters, frozen fruit desserts, baby food, fruit & nut logs, hummus & pesto.



Vegetable Patties - homogenising screen You can easily make the tastiest and healthiest vegetable patties using the Homogenising screen in your Compact Vert 2. Vegie patties are a great way to get the kids eating lovely fresh and healthy vegetables that they would normally push all around the plate. The combinations truly are limitless and you should experiment as much as you like. Try this one to get you started. 2 x Carrots 3 medium sized Mushrooms 1 x Onion 1 x Zucchini 1 x Egg Bread Crumbs some Butternut Pumpkin Small can of Peas and Corn Small can of Asparagus pieces Peel the carrots, pumpkin and onion, cut all the produce into pieces about the size of your index finger. Place all the ingredients into a large bowl and begin feeding the pieces into the machine at a slow steady pace, allowing it to work through the machine without overflowing the screen. When you have finished processing the produce, mix in the egg and bread crumbs until you have a nice slightly moist mixture. Roll the mixture into small balls or flatten into patties using the produce press provided. Lamb & Vegetable Patties - homogenising screen Simply process your favorite lean cut of meat along with the Vegetable Patties recipe above and follow the same procedure to create wonderful fresh healthy meat and vegie patties. The photo below is a batch of Lamb & Vegie patties. Follow the same procedure listed above to prepare your vegies. Trim your meat and slice it into strips that are also the same size as your index finger. Roll the mixture into small balls or flatten into patties using the produce press provided.
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Produce Press The Compact Vert 2 Juicer comes with a handy Produce Press. Use the press when making meat patties, vegie patties, fruit & nut slices and home made tofu. The press consists of a basket base unit and a lid that is used to press down on your produce. There is also a cotton bag provided for pressing produce to make Tofu. Using the press to make a trail mix chocolate slice. Purchase a packet of trail mix ( fruit & nuts ) and process through your Compact Vert 2 Juicer using the homogenising screen.



1: For best results line the base with grease proof paper.



4: Press down firmly on the produce with the lid of the press.
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2: Spoon your produce into the base on top of the grease proof paper.



5: For best results move the lid to each side and press again this will flatten the edges.



3: Place the lid of the press into the base. You can also fold the paper over if you like.



6: Lift the slice out of the base by grasping the grease proof paper on two sides and place it on a chopping board for cutting.



Produce Press Continued Top your slice with some dark chocolate and shredded coconut and place the slice into the fridge to cool down and harden up just a little. Once your slice has cooled it should be a lot easier to slice into manageable portions.



Making Tofu The Produce Press is also fantastic for making fresh home made tofu. Many families throughout Asia use their slow press juicers to make home made tofu. There are a number of wonderful recipes and step by step guides on the internet that will explain how to make tofu at home. Many of these guides do not use a slow press juicer, such as your new Compact Vert 2, however the produce press would still be very handy to press and shape your tofu into a manageable block.



Cleaning your Produce Press and Cotton Bag. Wash your produce press in warm soapy water after every use. Do not place in the dishwasher. Wash your cotton bag in warm soapy water after every use. Make sure that you rinse the bag in clean warm water several times to remove all traces of soap or detergent.
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How to disassemble & clean after juicing or homogenising



1



Turn machine “off ”



You can simply remove the entire drum from the body and take it to the sink before disassembly.



3 2



Order to disassemble



Feeding Chute



4



1.



Feeding Chute



2.



Auger



3.



Screen



4.



Scraper



5.



Drum



Use the brush to clean thoroughly after juicing.



Turn the feeding chute in an anti-clockwise direction until the arrow on the edge lines up with the open symbol on the base. Gently lift up the feeding chute to remove it from the drum. Gently lift the drum up from the base of your juicer. The drum should easily come away from the base with the auger, screen and scraper installed. Should you have any difficulty removing the drum, put the feeding chute back onto the drum and try removing the drum and lid together.
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Clean your machine parts in warm soapy water with the cleaning brush provided. We recommend that you clean your parts straight after juicing every time you use your machine. There is no need to use any abrasive cleaning pads or scourers as these may damage your parts.



The body of your machine should only be wiped down with a damp kitchen cloth.



(ERS) System ERS, stands for Easy Rinse System. The easy rinse system enables you to quickly rinse your machine in between different types of produce without having to completely stop and disassemble the machine for cleaning. The ERS system is very simple to use. Once you decide that you need to rinse the machine, make sure that you place a jug under the waste pulp tube and the juice ejection tube. Turn the machine on and slowly pour 2-3 cups of water into the feeding chute. Your Compact Vert 2,will process the water and in doing so it will flush out the screen, drum and juicing extraction tube with the water collecting in the jug under the juice ejection tube. Once all of the water has been processed through the machine, discard it in the sink, clean your jug and continue juicing your next produce as normal. If you have been using Garlic or a lot of Ginger we suggest that you clean and wash the drum, auger and screen before making your next juice.
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Don’ts •



DON’T put ice in the machine.



•



DON’T put over frozen produce into the machine that you cannot cut easily with a knife.



•



DON’T put frozen grapes into the machine.



• •



DON’T process poppy seeds or linseeds alone. Always combine with other produce in small amounts. DON’T force any produce into the machine.



•



DON’T place any parts in the dishwasher.



•



DON’T use the juicing screen if you cannot see through the holes as this will obstruct the juicing process. DON’T insert knives, forks or any foreign objects into the feeding chute, only use the plunger that comes with the machine. DON’T process hard nuts such as almonds & hazelnuts etc without soaking overnight. DON’T process legumes without soaking them overnight.



• • • •



•



DON’T put wheatgrass pulp back through the machine under any circumstances. Wheatgrass should be cut to approx 3 cm lengths prior to processing and rinse to remove residue from the seed bed. DON’T put celery pulp back through the machine under any circumstances. Celery should be cut to approx 3 cm lengths for best performance



Remember, the Compact Vert 2 is not a grain mill!



Notes _________________________________________________________________
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Trouble shooting Problem



Cause



Juice around the motor shaft area during or after use.



-High volume of processing.



Solution



This is sometimes unavoidable, simply wipe clean after use. -Produce is being pushed through Slow down your processing. too quickly. Slow down and let the machine work at it’s own pace. -Screen has become blocked while juicing.



Put machine in reverse for 2-3 seconds, then press stop. Turn the machine on and do not put any produce in for 15-30 seconds. This should allow the blocked produce to clear. Engage the (ERS) by slowly pouring 2-3 cups of water into the feeding chute. Ensure the correct rubber stopper is correctly installed and is securely in place. If the above steps do not work, STOP and clean the machine before starting again.



When homogenising there is produce around the motor shaft area during or after use.



-Produce is of a thicker consistency and can build up in the drum.



Difficult to clean in some areas after homogenising oily or thicker consistency produce.



-It is the nature of the oily or thick produce that makes it harder to clean.



Ensure you are using the homogenising rubber stopper and it is securely in place.



If in doubt contact Healthstart® Life Products for advice on 1800 021 069.
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There is not a lot that can be done other than, slowing down



Use hot water and the cleaning brush. You might find a brush with larger soft bristles to be helpful.



Trouble shooting Problem



Cause



Machine does not operate.



Solution Check the power cord is plugged in correctly. Check the drum is assembled and is engaged correctly.



Minimal juice produced.



-Produce may not be fresh or has been stored in too cold a cool room. -The produce is soft and not firm. -Screen or Pulp Ejection is blocked



Always try to use the freshest produce possible.



Excessive pulp in juice container



-Produce may not be fresh or has been stored in a very cold cool room. -Coarse Screen in being used. -Forcing produce into machine.



Ensure you are using fresh produce and never reprocess waste pulp. Check screen being used. Slow down.



Juice discharging from the waste pulp tube.



-Rubber stopper under the drum is not correctly installed.



Correctly install rubber stopper. (It is common for a small amount of juice at the beginning and particularly with leafy produce.)



Machine stops while juicing or homogenising.



-Hard nuts have not been soaked. -Produce is too frozen. -Too much produce at a time.



Check that you have not put in too much produce at once.



Ensure the machine is equipped with the juicing screen and NOT the homogenising screen and clear any blockages.



Check there are no hard seeds stopping the auger from turning. Make sure you only turn on machine when actually putting produce through machine (max 20-25 min use) wait for machine to cool. Let produce thaw slightly and cut into smaller pieces Juicer is making a slight squeaking noise.



This sound is normal when juicing because of high pressure squeezing action of the machine.



The drum moves while juicing.



The movement is normal as the components will flex during use.
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Compact Vert 2 Juicer operates at an ultra low speed at which juice will preserve the nutrients and flavour of fruits and vegetables. The whole process from disassembling, wash assembly, to turning on takes only minutes. Conventional juicers that run at a high speed [7,000-10,000 rpm], extract less nutrients and will destroy essential enzymes. Designed in Australia made in PRC exclusively for Healthstart Life Products.
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www.healthstart.com.au
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